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4. Rationale:

Aortic valve sclerosis (AVS) has been associated with a number of adverse cardiovascular events, including stroke. With MR imaging it is now possible to determine whether cardiovascular risk factors such as AVS, are associated with earlier, subclinical markers of cerebrovascular disease. The association between AVS and subclinical cerebral abnormalities SCA (encompasses white matter lesions (WML) and silent brain infarction (SBI) ) has not been examined in previous studies.

The prevalence of AVS and SCA in population studies is similar, although greater variation exists in the occurrence of WML (Aronow, Otto, Stewart, Liao 1996, Wong, Longstreth 1996, Bernick, Kobayashi, Price). The two processes also share many of the same risk factors. AVS and SBI are associated with increasing age, hypertension, diabetes mellitus, smoking, and lipid abnormalities (Kobayashi, Masuda, Otto, Stewart). Increasing age, hypertension, and smoking are also associated with WML (Wong, Liao 1996, Longstreth 1996, Liao 1997).

These conditions are also associated with significant risk for subsequent cardiovascular events. In several large, prospective studies, each condition was associated with increased risk for death, MI, and/or stroke (Wong, Longstreth 2001, Bernick, Otto).

Their comparable prevalences, common risk factors, and similar associated risks raise the possibility that a relationship exists between AVS and SCA. The proposed analysis seeks to
elucidate such a relationship, which could further aid in risk stratification and guide further diagnostic testing in those individuals with cardiovascular risk factors but without overt disease.

5. Main Hypothesis/Study Questions:

Aortic valve sclerosis is independently associated with subclinical cerebral abnormalities.

The prevalence of cardiovascular morbidity and mortality in middle-aged African-Americans is higher in those with AVS and SCA than in those with either or neither condition.

Participants with AVS and SBI have a greater number of and, where applicable, greater abnormality in traditional risk factors for cardiovascular events than those with either or neither condition.

WML and SBI are distinct, but related, entities that when present together, engender greater risk for subsequent cardiovascular and cerebrovascular events than either condition alone.

6. Data (variables, time window, source, inclusions/exclusions):

The prevalence of AVS and SCA will be determined based on echocardiographic and cerebral MRI studies obtained during the third ARIC visit. The diagnosis of AVS is based on evidence of valve leaflet thickening of the aortic valve in the parasternal long and short axis views. The MRI images have been characterized previously as have the definitions of WML and SBI (Bryan, Liao 1996, Liao 1997, Wong). Incident cardiovascular events and mortality as well as the elapsed time between the third visit and those events, available from ARIC surveillance, will be used for longitudinal analysis. Associated data regarding cardiovascular status at the time of the third visit (smoking history, blood pressure, lipid status, family history, diabetes control, ten-year Framingham risk) will be used to evaluate the relationship of AVS and SCA to risk factors and morbid events.
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